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Objective

To obtain a position as a Technician where one can display the professional skills and experience 
towards the growth of the organization. Strong multitasking, communication, and interpersonal 
skills. Strengths include the ability in meeting deadlines and provide quality of work.

Skills

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Project, CAD.

Work Experience

Analysis/Compliance Slot Technician
ABC Corporation  February 1995 – April 1997 
 Providing high-level technical support to the Slot Director, and Slot Technical Manager while 

providing leadership and training to the Slot projects and installation team.
 Accurately assess the time required for task completion.
 Demonstrate the ability to identify strategies that reduce time and resource waste.
 Providing continuous communication to the technical team, and associated departments of 

details and requirements for current and future projects.
 Effectively maintaining gaming compliant records while keeping management informed of the

progress, and project timeline.
 Managed, coordinated and organized all special projects relevant to slot moves, conversions, 

and installation of gaming machines, signs, and player tracking.
 Conduct routine inspections to ensure compliance with gaming control while maintaining an 

up to date and accurate database and warehouse inventory.

Slot Technician
ABC Corporation  1994 – 1995 
 Repair, Install and maintain slot machines on an off the boat.
 Understood how to Shoot code, update Nt board, Line downloads for new games installed on 

the Bally ACSC networking system.
 Fix and maintain stage equipment, all games, and facilities.
 Manage the facility and work in the kitchen if necessary.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

Education

AA / BA in Business Management currently in progress. in Business Management. - 2014(Santa 
Rosa Junior College - Santa Rosa, CA)
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